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	Bringing together the perspectives of more than 40 internationally acclaimed authors, The Handbook of Global Media Research explores competing methodologies in the dynamic field of transnational media and communications, providing valuable insight into research practice in a globalized media landscape.

	
		Provides a framework for the critical debate of comparative media research
	
		Posits transnational media research as reflective of advanced globalization processes, and explores its roles and responsibilities 
	
		Articulates the key themes and competing methodological approaches in a dynamic and developing field
	
		Showcases the perspectives and ideas of 30 leading internationally acclaimed scholars
	
		Offers a platform for the discussion of crucial issues from a variety of theoretical, methodical and practical viewpoints
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Smart Design: First International Conference ProceedingsSpringer, 2012

	Good product designs merge materials, technology and hardware into a unified user experience; one where the technology recedes into the background and people benefit from the capabilities and experiences available. By focusing on functional gain, critical awareness and emotive connection, even the most multifaceted and complex technology can...
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Software Abstractions : Logic, Language, and AnalysisMIT Press, 2006
Software is built on abstractions. Pick the right ones, and programming
will flow naturally from design; modules will have small and simple interfaces;
and new functionality will more likely fit in without extensive
reorganization. Pick the wrong ones, and programming will be a series
of nasty surprises: interfaces will become...
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Seven Languages in Seven Weeks: A Pragmatic Guide to Learning Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Ruby, Io, Prolog, Scala, Erlang, Clojure, Haskell. With Seven Languages in Seven Weeks, by Bruce A. Tate, you'll go beyond the syntax-and beyond the 20-minute tutorial you'll find someplace online. This book has an audacious goal: to present a meaningful exploration of seven languages within a single book. Rather than...
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After Effects ExpressionsFocal Press, 2008
Expressions are tools. Just as you use the Rotation tool and the Pen tool, you can use Expressions to control animation and composition in After Effects (AE).

Whereas you use most tools by clicking on their icons (e.g., the pointer or the pen) and clicking or dragging with the mouse, you use Expressions by typing commands on the...
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Search and Seizure of Digital Evidence (Criminal Justice: Recent Scholarship)LFB Scholarly Publishing, 2005
Moore explains the difficulties in applying traditional Fourth Amendment jurisprudence several of the more common warrantless search doctrines, in order to determine what aspects of traditional search and seizure doctrine apply to crimes involving technology.  To amplify his points, he discusses several high technology crimes.  Additionally, he...
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Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology, Global EditionPearson Education, 2017

	Elaine Marieb After receiving her Ph.D. in

	zoology from the University of Massachusetts at

	Amherst, Elaine N. Marieb joined the faculty of the

	Biological Science Division of Holyoke Community

	College. While teaching at Holyoke Community

	College, where many of her students were pursuing

	nursing degrees, she developed a...
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